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Abstract 19	

Arctic and Antarctic sea ice has undergone significant and rapid change with the changing 20	

climate. Here, we present preindustrial and historical results from the newly released 21	

Community Earth System Model Version 2 (CESM2) to assess the Arctic and Antarctic 22	

sea ice. Two configurations of the CESM2 are available that differ only in their 23	

atmospheric top of the atmosphere height and the inclusion of comprehensive atmospheric 24	

chemistry, including prognostic aerosols. The CESM2 configuration with comprehensive 25	

atmospheric chemistry has significantly thicker Arctic sea ice year-round and better 26	

captures observed decreasing trends in sea ice extent and volume. In the Antarctic, the two 27	

configurations have similar ice extent as observations, but the ice extent decreases during 28	

the historical period contrary to observations. We find that differences in the Arctic sea ice 29	

are the result of differences in liquid clouds. Over the Arctic, the CESM2 configuration 30	

without prognostic aerosol formation has fewer aerosols to form cloud condensation nuclei 31	

and thinner liquid clouds. As a result, the sea ice receives much more shortwave radiation 32	

early in the melt season, driving a stronger ice-albedo feedback and leading to additional 33	

sea ice loss and significantly thinner ice year-round. The aerosols necessary for the Arctic 34	

liquid cloud formation are produced from different precursor emissions and transported to 35	

the Arctic. In contrast, in the relatively pristine Antarctic there are insignificant differences 36	

between CESM2 configurations in aerosol concentration, liquid cloud cover, and surface 37	

radiative fluxes, so the sea ice thickness and concentration in the Antarctic is similar 38	

between CESM2 configurations.  39	
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1. Introduction 40	

Recent rapid and substantial changes in the polar regions include warming oceans and 41	

transformation of the Arctic and Antarctic sea ice cover (Parkinson, 2014; Meredith & 42	

Sommerkorn, 2019). The Arctic sea ice cover has become thinner (Lindsay & Schweiger, 43	

2015; Kwok, 2018) and less extensive (Stroeve & Notz, 2018). Satellite observations 44	

since 1979 show that decreases in Arctic sea ice extent occur in all months and that the 45	

twelve lowest September sea ice extents were recorded in the past twelve years (Richter-46	

Menge et al., 2019). In the Antarctic, after decades of increasing Antarctic sea ice extent, 47	

there was a dramatic decrease in ice extent in 2016 (Stuecker et al., 2017; Turner et al., 48	

2017; Meehl et al., 2019).  49	

 50	

In the physical earth system, changes to sea ice have the capacity to impact local 51	

boundary layer clouds, temperature, and humidity, which can feedback on sea ice 52	

evolution (Kay & Gettelman, 2009; Boisvert & Stroeve, 2015; Morrison et al., 2018; 53	

Huang et al., 2019) and the large-scale atmospheric circulation (e.g., Alexander, 2004; 54	

Barnes & Screen, 2015; Deser et al., 2016). Additionally, changing sea ice impacts the 55	

ecosystem and human infrastructure (Hunter et al., 2010; Kovacs et al., 2011; Jenouvrier 56	

et al., 2014; Moon et al., 2019). In order to assess possible future sea ice changes and 57	

their impacts with confidence, we must evaluate our historical climate model 58	

representations of the sea ice state. 59	

 60	

The Community Earth System Model (CESM) and its various iterations have been used 61	

widely to understand the changing Arctic and Antarctic. Recent work has highlighted the 62	
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impact of internal climate variability on the possible range of Arctic and Antarctic sea ice 63	

conditions (Mahlstein et al., 2013; Swart et al., 2015; Jahn et al., 2016). Previous versions 64	

of the CESM have performed well in capturing the Arctic mean sea ice state, trends, and 65	

variability (e.g. Holland et al., 2006; Kay et al., 2011a; Jahn et al., 2012; Barnhart et al., 66	

2015; Jahn et al., 2016; DeRepentigny et al., 2016; Labe et al., 2018). In the Antarctic, 67	

however, previous versions of CESM have too extensive sea ice cover and are unable to 68	

replicate observed trends in sea ice extent, even when accounting for potential effects of 69	

internal variability (Landrum et al., 2012; Mahlstein et al., 2013). Additionally, extensive 70	

work has been done to assess the impact of clouds on Arctic climate change and place 71	

cloud feedbacks in the context of other processes and feedbacks (e.g. Kay et al., 2012; 72	

Pithan & Mauritsen, 2014; Goosse et al., 2018).  Detailed process-level assessment is 73	

essential to understand the contribution of clouds to simulated Arctic change in models 74	

and assess their realism.  For example within CESM, some versions of the atmospheric 75	

model with CESM have credibly represented cloud-sea ice feedbacks for the right 76	

reasons  (e.g. CAM5, Morrison et al., 2019), while others have not (e.g. CAM4, Kay et 77	

al., 2011b). 78	

 79	

CESM version 2 (CESM2) has been publicly released and data from two configurations – 80	

CESM2(CAM6) and CESM2(WACCM6) (hereafter called CAM6 and WACCM6) – are 81	

freely available from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6 (CMIP6) 82	

archive. The purpose of this manuscript is 1) to document the Arctic and Antarctic sea ice 83	

in the two CESM2 configurations over the historical and preindustrial (PI) periods, and 2) 84	

investigate the source of differences in the mean sea ice state. Section 2 describes the two 85	
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CESM2 configurations used in this analysis and highlights the differences in simulations. 86	

We examine the PI and historical mean sea ice state in the Arctic and Antarctic in section 87	

3. In section 4, we investigate the differences in PI sea ice surface energy budget, mass 88	

budget, and clouds focusing primarily on the Arctic. Finally, section 6 comprises a 89	

discussion and conclusions. 90	

 91	

2. Data and Methods 92	

2.1 The Community Earth System Model Version 2 (CESM2) 93	

The CESM2 is a freely available, community-developed fully coupled earth system 94	

model. The model components are atmosphere, ocean, land, sea ice, and land ice models 95	

that exchange information through a flux coupler. The major new features and 96	

capabilities of CESM2 have been documented in Danabasoglu et al. (2019) and 97	

additional details about the CESM2 experiments contributed to CMIP6 can be found 98	

there as well. In this manuscript we will discuss in detail only the components relevant to 99	

the analysis presented. 100	

 101	

Two versions of CESM2 were contributed to the CMIP6 effort and differ only in their 102	

atmospheric configuration. The CAM6 experiments use the Community Atmosphere 103	

Model version 6 (CAM6; Neale et al., 2019) while the WACCM6 experiments use the 104	

Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model version 6 (WACCM6; Gettelman et al., 105	

2019). Both CESM2 configurations use nominal 1° (1.25° longitude x 0.9° latitude) 106	

horizontal resolution, the same finite volume dynamical core, and identical 107	

parameterization tuning. A major difference between the atmospheric models is that 108	
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CAM6 has 32 vertical levels with the model top in the stratosphere at 3.6 hPa (~40 km) 109	

while WACCM6 has 70 vertical levels with a model top in the lower thermosphere at 110	

6x10-6 hPa (~140 km). The vertical level spacing is identical between CAM6 and 111	

WACCM6 from the surface to 87 hPa. Another major difference is that WACCM6 has 112	

comprehensive chemistry with 228 prognostic chemical species and prognostic aerosols. 113	

Those include the formation of secondary organic aerosols (SOA) from precursor 114	

emissions using the volatility basic set (VBS) approach (Tilmes et al., 2019) and 115	

interactive stratospheric aerosols (Mills et al., 2017). On the other hand, CAM6 has 116	

limited chemistry and prescribes tropospheric and stratospheric oxidants that feed the 117	

aerosol model. As detailed in Danabasoglu et al. (2019), these oxidants in CAM6 were 118	

obtained from WACCM6 simulations in order to use consistent forcings in both CAM6 119	

and WACCM6 simulations. 120	

 121	

The sea ice and ocean models are identical in the CAM6 and WACCM6 configurations, 122	

and they share a horizontal grid. The horizontal resolution is a uniform 1.125° in the 123	

zonal direction. The resolution varies in the meridional direction: in the Arctic, the 124	

minimum resolution is approximately 0.38° in the northwestern Atlantic Ocean while in 125	

the northwestern Pacific Ocean the maximum resolution is about 0.64°, and in the 126	

Antarctic the resolution is constant at 0.53°. To represent sea ice, CESM2 uses the CICE 127	

model version 5.1.2 (Hunke et al., 2015). Both configurations of CESM2 have identical 128	

sea ice physics and parameters, and both use the new mushy-layer thermodynamics 129	

(Turner & Hunke, 2015; Bailey et al., 2019) as well as updates to the melt pond 130	

parameterization (Hunke et al., 2013). In these experiments, CICE uses eight vertical ice 131	
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layers and three vertical snow layers in order to better represent the vertical salinity and 132	

temperature profiles. CESM2 uses the Parallel Ocean Program version 2 (Smith et al., 133	

2010) as described in (Danabasoglu et al., 2012) with updates as discussed in 134	

Danabasoglu et al. (2019). Both the CESM2 configurations use identical ocean physics.  135	

 136	

The CAM6 and WACCM6 PI simulations were integrated 1200 and 500 years, 137	

respectively. Over this period the global mean top of atmosphere heat imbalances were 138	

small at +0.05 and +0.06 W m-2, respectively, and this gain is reflected only in the ocean 139	

simulation (Danabasoglu et al., 2019). For the historical (1850-2014) period there are 11 140	

CAM6 and three WACCM6 ensemble members. The historical CAM6 and WACCM6 141	

experiments were branched from random years in the respective PI experiments. Both the 142	

CAM6 PI and historical experiments used realistic chemical and aerosol constituents 143	

forcing derived from the WACCM PI control (for PI) and an average of the three 144	

historical WACCM6 experiments (for historical). 145	

 146	

When analyzing the historical experiments, we focus on the years 1979 to 2014 (36 147	

years) in order to compare with the satellite observational record. For the PI analysis we 148	

analyze the years 100-500 in each experiment. We omit the first 100 years of each 149	

simulation as the model was spinning up, and we analyze only overlapping years to 150	

minimize the likelihood that differences in the CAM6 and WACCM6 experiments are a 151	

result of the model drift from the much longer CAM6 PI. We use the variables output for 152	

the Sea Ice Model Intercomparison Project (SIMIP; Notz et al., 2016). Welch’s t-test, 153	

which does not assume equal variance for the samples, was used to determine 154	
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significance of differences in mean values; an F-test was used to determine significance 155	

between differences in variance. 156	

 157	

2.2 Observational datasets for comparison 158	

Over the historical period (1979-2014), we compare the hemispheric average annual sea 159	

ice extent timeseries and annual cycle against the hemispheric sea ice index (Fetterer et 160	

al., 2017). The spatial locations of the observed ice edge - defined as 15% concentration - 161	

are derived from the SSMR and SSM/I satellite data (Comiso, 2000). Unlike for sea ice 162	

extent, year-round, long-term gridded sea ice thickness data over the Arctic and Antarctic 163	

Oceans are not available. Instead, over the historical (1979-2014) period we compare 164	

both Arctic and Antarctic sea ice volume with the Global Ice-Ocean Modeling and 165	

Assimilation System (GIOMAS; Zhang & Rothrock, 2003). In the Arctic, the Pan-Arctic 166	

Ice-Ocean Modeling and Assimilation System (PIOMAS; Schweiger et al., 2011), and 167	

five years of gridded ICESat satellite sea ice thickness data for the spring (FM; 2003-168	

2007) and autumn (ON; 2004-2008) (Kwok et al., 2009) are also available for 169	

comparison. Finally, a new, longer-term Arctic sea ice thickness and volume product 170	

based on satellite-derived ice age is also used for comparison (Liu et al., 2019). 171	

 172	

3. Arctic Sea Ice Mean State in the Preindustrial and Historical Periods 173	

3.1 Sea ice areal coverage 174	

Evaluating the area of the oceans covered by sea ice is important for understanding the 175	

planetary energy budget. In the Arctic, for both the PI and historical experiments, the 176	
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CAM6 sea ice extent is smaller than the WACCM6 extent (Fig.1a,1b; Table 1). The 177	

hemispheric sea ice extent for overlapping PI years 100-500 is significantly larger for the 178	

WACCM6 configuration compared to the CAM6 configuration. The ensemble mean 179	

extent for WACCM6 is significantly higher than the CAM6 ensemble mean for 23 of the 180	

36 years in the historical period. The observed Arctic sea ice extent falls within the 181	

WACCM6 ensemble spread, while the CAM6 ensemble spread tends to be lower than the 182	

observed sea ice extent. Both configurations lose sea ice over the PI and historical 183	

periods, but the historical rate of loss is two orders of magnitude larger than in the PI 184	

period due to transient greenhouse gas forcing (Table 2). The rate of historical loss from 185	

both CESM experiments compares well with observations. 186	

 187	

We examine the Arctic sea ice extent seasonal cycle to identify any systematic seasonal 188	

differences between CAM6 and WACCM6. In both the PI and historical periods, the 189	

WACCM6 hemispheric extent is significantly higher than CAM6 for all months, though 190	

the difference is smallest in winter months (Fig.2a). In the historical period the maximum 191	

modeled ice extent occurs in March. The winter ice extent is lower than observed, mainly 192	

due to less ice coverage in the Pacific, including the Bering Sea and Sea of Okhotsk 193	

(Fig.3a). In both the PI and historical periods, the CAM6 experiments have less extensive 194	

winter ice then WACCM6, which is due to less ice coverage on both the Atlantic and 195	

Pacific margins of the sea ice pack with the largest differences occurring in the Atlantic 196	

sector (Fig.3c; Supp. Fig.1). The rate of spring ice loss for CAM6 is similar to observed 197	

until July, while the WACCM6 loss is slower than observed (Fig.2a). Ultimately, both 198	

CESM configurations reach the minimum ice extent in September, though the WACCM6 199	
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ice extent is much closer to observed than CAM6. The CAM6 mean September minimum 200	

extent is significantly lower than WACCM6 in both the PI and historical periods by 201	

1x106 km2 and 2x106 km2 respectively (Fig.2a). The WACCM6 ensemble mean summer 202	

extent is similar to observations in the hemispheric average and spatial coverage of sea 203	

ice (Fig.2a, 3b). In contrast, the historical CAM6 summer sea ice extent is too low over 204	

much of the Arctic Basin with the largest difference in the East Siberian Sea (Fig.3d). A 205	

similar difference in ice concentration focused in the East Siberian Sea exists in the PI 206	

period between CAM6 and WACCM6 (Supp. Fig.1). 207	

 208	

We examine the sea ice extent variability, as quantified by the standard deviation. There 209	

is greater variability throughout the year in the historical period compared to the PI 210	

(Fig.2b). In both time periods the summer variability is higher than the winter variability 211	

because the winter variability is constrained primarily by the land boundaries and ocean 212	

heat content (Bitz et al., 2005). The year-round increase in variability in the historical 213	

period is likely due to thinner sea ice (Goosse et al., 2009; Holland et al., 2008), and the 214	

increase is particularly large in summer months. The WACCM6 historical summer 215	

variability is more similar to observed variability, and it is significantly lower than the 216	

CAM6 variability likely due to differences in the ice thickness. 217	

 218	

3.2 Sea ice thickness  219	

Understanding sea ice thickness, in addition to concentration and extent, is particularly 220	

important because the ice thickness is an important factor in sea ice predictability. The PI 221	

annual mean Arctic ice volume is significantly larger (4.7x103 km3) for the WACCM6 222	
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than CAM6 (Fig.1c; Table 1), and over the historical period the ensemble mean sea ice 223	

volume is significantly different every year with differences as large as 8x103 km3 224	

(Fig.1d).  The reconstructed mean sea ice volume from PIOMAS and GIOMAS is more 225	

similar to the WACCM6 ensembles and mean, particularly later in the historical period 226	

(Fig.1d). The historical rate of ice volume loss is higher in WACCM6 than CAM6, and 227	

the CAM6 rate compares better with reconstructed loss rates (Table 2). In every month, 228	

in both the PI and historical periods, the CAM6 sea ice volume is significantly lower than 229	

the WACCM6 sea ice volume (Fig.2c). While the WACCM6 monthly mean ice volume 230	

is more similar to the PIOMAS and GIOMAS products, the timing of the WACCM6 ice 231	

volume loss is delayed by a month compared to the reconstructed volume and remains a 232	

bit higher during the annual September minimum. Despite the differences in mean ice 233	

volume, the variability is not significantly different between the CAM6 and WACCM6 234	

configurations during the PI (Fig.2d). However, the variability is significantly different in 235	

the historical period when CAM6 variability is more similar to the reconstructed 236	

variability.  237	

 238	

When we examine just the Central Arctic over the historical period, we find that the mean 239	

WACCM6 ice volume compares well against newly available satellite derived data 240	

(Supp. Fig.2). In this region, the WACCM6 ensemble mean has a higher fraction of 241	

thicker ice than CAM6 in both spring and autumn (Fig.4). While the ICESat observations 242	

and WACCM6 peaks in ice fraction of similar ice thicknesses, the ICESat observations 243	

have higher fractions of very thick ice in both seasons (Fig.4).  While the modeled ice is 244	

thinner than observed across the entire Central Arctic in both seasons, the largest 245	
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differences with ICESat occur along the Canadian Arctic Archipelago and are co-located 246	

with the thickest sea ice (Fig.5). When we examine a longer historical period and the PI 247	

records, neither of which have observations against which we can compare, we find that 248	

the ice thickness distributions between the CAM6 and WACCM6 remain distinct in the 249	

Arctic. In each time period, WACCM6 has a higher fraction of thicker ice in both winter 250	

and summer (Supp. Fig.3), and the spatial thickness differences occur in the East Siberian 251	

Sea region (Supp. Fig.4; Supp. Fig.5).  252	

 253	

4. Exploring Differences in Preindustrial Arctic Sea Ice 254	

Given the small differences in CESM2 configurations, the differences in the mean Arctic 255	

sea ice extent and volume are surprising. We examine the forcing and processes that 256	

govern ice growth and melt in order to better understand these mean state differences. 257	

Many of the differences between CAM6 and WACCM6 exist in both the historical and PI 258	

periods, but the following analysis corresponds to PI years 100-500 for both CAM6 and 259	

WACCM6 because there are many years for analysis without the possible additional 260	

influence of transient atmospheric forcing. We focus on the region north of 70°N since it 261	

has the largest differences in ice thickness and extent (Supp. Fig.1; Supp. Fig.5).  262	

 263	

4.1 Northward Heat Transport 264	

Northward heat transport (NHT, watts) into the polar regions results from a combination 265	

of atmospheric northward heat transport, oceanic northward heat transport, and sea ice 266	

export and the resulting latent heat loss from the ice melt. We calculate NHT following 267	
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Kay et al. (2012) to identify whether differences in heat flux convergence between 268	

CESM2 configurations could account for the differences in Arctic sea ice mean state. The 269	

NHT at a given latitude can be divided by the Earth’s surface area north of that latitude to 270	

obtain a NHT forcing (W m-2) that can be directly compared to other forcing (e.g. 271	

radiative). We find that in both the CAM6 and WACCM6 configurations the atmospheric 272	

component of the NHT dominates the total NHT, which peaks at about 6 Petawatts, while 273	

the sea ice component is the smallest (Supp. Fig.6a). The net differences between the 274	

configurations are small (less than 2% the total NHT) and primarily due to atmospheric 275	

NHT (Supp. Fig.6b). When we examine the NHT differences as a forcing we find that 276	

over the Arctic WACCM6 has 2-4 W m-2 higher NHT than CAM6 (Fig.6a). This 277	

suggests that, given NHT alone, WACCM6 might be expected to have less extensive and 278	

thinner ice, which is the opposite to our results and implies another cause for the 279	

differences in CESM2 configurations. Additionally, there are not significant differences 280	

in global or Northern Hemisphere surface temperature climate between CESM2 281	

configurations during the overlapping simulation years (Table 1). We also find 282	

statistically insignificant differences in mean sea level pressure and surface winds in the 283	

Arctic (not shown), which suggests atmospheric circulation differences that could impact 284	

the sea ice dynamics and drive differences in thickness are not responsible. 285	

 286	

4.2 Mass and Energy Budgets 287	

We examine the annual cycle of the sea ice mass budget to determine causes driving the 288	

differences in ice growth and melt. There is net growth from September to May, mainly 289	

due to congelation sea ice growth at the bottom of the ice (Supp. Fig.6c). During the 290	
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growth season, CAM6 has more ice growth, due primarily to congelation ice, than 291	

WACCM6 (Fig.6b). The increased ice growth for the CAM6 configuration is likely due 292	

to the thinner ice, which is less insulating, allowing for increased heat conduction through 293	

the sea ice (Maykut, 1982). Both configurations have net ice mass loss from May through 294	

August that is dominated by bottom melt (Fig.6b; Supp. Fig.6c). Increased summertime 295	

bottom melt in CAM6 dominates the net mass budget differences, though in June and 296	

July CAM6 has significantly more loss from top melt as well.  297	

 298	

To investigate differences in the sea ice mass budget, we also examine differences in the 299	

annual surface energy budget north of 70°N. We examine both the surface energy budget 300	

for sea ice alone as well as the combined ice and ocean surfaces. The ice surface loses 301	

heat from September to May (Fig.6c), which corresponds to the period of net ice mass 302	

gain (Fig.6b). In the autumn (October-November) the CAM6 ice surface loses ~7 Wm-2 303	

more than in WACCM6 (Fig.6c), which corresponds to the increase in congelation 304	

growth at this time (Fig.6b). From June to August both the CAM6 ice surface and total 305	

ice plus ocean surface gain a maximum of ~4Wm-2 more than the WACCM6 surface 306	

(Fig.6c). The largest driver of the difference in the surface energy budgets are the 307	

downward shortwave and longwave radiative components (Fig.6c). In particular, CAM6 308	

has over 10 Wm-2 more incoming shortwave radiation, which is compensated some by ~6 309	

Wm-2 less incoming longwave radiation, to both surfaces compared to WACCM6. The 310	

incoming radiative differences are largest in May, but they persist through the melt 311	

season. As expected with near-freezing surface temperatures throughout the melt season, 312	

the outgoing longwave radiation is similar between the configurations during the melt 313	
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season. The outgoing shortwave radiation is also a bit higher in the CAM6 experiment, 314	

which is likely due to the more incoming shortwave, not an increase in albedo.  315	

 316	

Changes in surface albedo over sea ice are due to changes in ice surface conditions (the 317	

loss of snow cover coupled with the increase in melt pond coverage), while the 318	

differences in the total surface albedo are due to the combination of ice surface changes 319	

and changes in ice fraction. CAM6 has a lower ice albedo and total surface albedo than 320	

WACCM6, and the differences from WACCM6 are largest in August (Fig.7a). The 321	

divergence between the ice albedo and surface albedo differences indicates that changes 322	

in ice fraction between CAM6 and WACCM6 become increasingly important later in the 323	

melt season. The phenology of the melt season is important for driving these changes.  324	

 325	

Indeed, the changes to the surface albedo and the resulting albedo feedback are likely 326	

responsible for the mismatch in timing of maximum shortwave radiation differences 327	

(May) and the maximum melt differences (July). In May and June, the sea ice is covered 328	

by snow and the ice fraction is relatively similar between CAM6 and WACCM6 (Fig.7b). 329	

Additional incoming solar energy in CAM6 results primarily in increased surface snow 330	

melt and not top melt of the ice itself (Fig.6b; Fig.7c). As a result of earlier surface snow 331	

melt, the ice albedo in CAM6 decreases due to both the combination of bare ice and melt 332	

pond coverage. The change in ice surface albedo results in increased solar absorption, 333	

increased ice top melt, and a sharper decrease in sea ice fraction. As a result of the 334	

decrease in ice coverage, the ocean absorbs solar radiation. This ocean energy gain drives 335	

large differences in bottom melt by July, melting more ice.  336	
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 337	

The differences in NHT indicate that the CAM6 experiments have less heat flux 338	

convergence from lower latitudes into the Arctic as compared to WACCM6. This cannot 339	

explain the thinner ice present in the CAM6 simulations. Instead, the differences in mean 340	

ice state between CAM6 and WACCM6 are related to local differences in radiation. The 341	

difference in radiation triggers the ice-albedo feedback earlier in the CAM6, and this 342	

feedback amplifies the differences in ice state later in the melt season when the radiative 343	

differences are smaller. It is important to understand how the CESM2 configurations 344	

differ that leads to the large differences in radiative forcing.  345	

 346	

4.3 Clouds 347	

We examine differences in the Arctic shortwave feedbacks north of 70°N to investigate 348	

their impact on the difference in mean sea ice state in the CESM2 configurations. Of 349	

particular interest are 1) the positive shortwave surface feedback – melting ice and snow 350	

lower surface albedo, increasing surface shortwave absorption; and 2) shortwave cloud 351	

feedbacks – for example, the negative shortwave cloud feedback that results from 352	

increases in liquid water resulting in higher cloud albedo and decreasing surface 353	

shortwave absorption (Goosse et al., 2018). We evaluate these feedbacks using the 354	

approximate partial radiative perturbation (APRP) method (Taylor et al., 2007). During 355	

the summer melt season, we see that the combination of the surface albedo and cloud 356	

shortwave feedbacks lead to greater shortwave forcing in CAM6 than WACCM6, and 357	

that the magnitude of the cloud term differences is larger than the surface term (Fig.8a). 358	

For the positive surface albedo feedback, the positive difference indicates that CAM6 has 359	
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a larger surface albedo feedback, which is expected given the differences in surface 360	

albedo discussed previously. For a negative cloud feedback, the positive difference 361	

indicates that CAM6 has a smaller cloud feedback than WACCM6.  362	

 363	

We examine differences in the Arctic cloud properties north of 70°N to identify how the 364	

clouds differ throughout the year in CAM6 and WACCM6. The liquid water path (LWP) 365	

is defined as the sum of the total liquid water in the atmospheric column, and similarly 366	

the ice water path (IWP) is defined as the sum of the total ice water in the atmospheric 367	

column. Compared to WACCM6, CAM6 has both lower LWP and IWP through the 368	

summer months (Fig.8b). In May, CAM6 has ~22% lower LWP than WACCM6, and in 369	

June CAM6 has ~25% less IWP. Throughout the year both configurations have cloud 370	

fractions above 80% and the difference in cloud fraction between the two configurations 371	

is never greater than 4% (Fig.8b). Maps of cloud property differences show large and 372	

significant differences in LWP all summer that are co-located with the sea ice (Fig.9). In 373	

contrast, the absolute differences in IWP and cloud fraction are more hemispheric, though 374	

maps of percent differences show that the largest percent differences occur over the 375	

Arctic sea ice (Fig.9; Supp. Fig.7).  376	

 377	

As described in Section 2, the CESM2 configurations that use CAM6 and WACCM6 378	

have identical sea ice parameters and atmospheric cloud parameters. One important way 379	

they differ, however, is with the inclusion of comprehensive chemistry and prognostic 380	

aerosols including an improved formation of SOA within the WACCM6 (see Tilmes et 381	

al., 2019). During spring there are fewer accumulation mode SOA, primary organic 382	
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matter, black carbon, and sulfate aerosols over sea ice in CAM6 as compared to 383	

WACCM6 (Fig.10). These differences in aerosol are similar in summer for all aerosols 384	

except the SOA. In addition to fewer aerosols, there are also fewer liquid cloud 385	

condensation nuclei (CCN) and cloud droplets in CAM6 as well (not shown). Thus, in 386	

WACCM6 the improved aerosol formation in source regions outside the Arctic leads to 387	

an increase in the aerosols in the accumulation mode and therefore the amount of CCN 388	

reaching the Arctic. In the WACCM6 configuration, more Arctic CCN tend to result in 389	

more and smaller cloud drops. As a result, there is less precipitation, a longer lifetime for 390	

cloud drops, and higher LWP and cloud fractions, which results in reduced shortwave 391	

flux to the surface. 392	

 393	

5. Antarctic Sea Ice Mean State in the Preindustrial and Historical Periods 394	

5.1 Sea ice areal coverage 395	

In the Antarctic, we find that CAM6 and WACCM6 do not have statistically different 396	

mean extent for overlapping PI years 100-500 (Table 1), and the sea ice extents overlap 397	

(Fig.11a). The WACCM6 sea ice extent is significantly greater when we compare it with 398	

the full CAM6 PI (years 100-1200), but this difference can be attributed to the PI drift 399	

over the additional CAM6 700 years (Table 2). The two CESM configurations maintain 400	

similar sea ice extent over the historical period when there are significant differences in 401	

the annual mean ice extent over only six years of the historical period (Fig.11b). All 402	

ensemble members from both configurations and the resulting ensemble mean lose sea 403	

ice over the historical period, while the observed trend is positive (Table 2). The 404	

historical loss rate is two orders of magnitude larger than the PI rate, indicating that 405	
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differences in forcing rather than model drift are likely to drive the historical trends. The 406	

discrepancy in the sign of modeled and observed trends in Antarctic sea ice have been 407	

previously documented for climate models (e.g. Hobbs et al., 2015; Landrum et al., 2012; 408	

Mahlstein et al., 2013). The recent observations of dramatic loss in Antarctic sea ice 409	

(Stuecker et al., 2017; Meehl et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019) occurred after the CMIP6 410	

historical forcing period and are still being investigated. 411	

 412	

The annual cycle of Antarctic sea ice extent in the PI and historical periods is similar for 413	

both the CAM6 and WACCM6 experiments (Fig.12a). While the timing and magnitude 414	

of the historical minimum February sea ice extent agree well with NSIDC observations 415	

the maximum extent occurs in October and is ~2x106km2 smaller than the observed 416	

maximum in September. There is no significant difference in ice extent variability in the 417	

PI, though there is in the historical. Spatially, the WACCM6 maximum ice concentration 418	

is too low in the Indian sector of the Antarctic basin (Fig.13b). While the ice 419	

concentration differences between CAM6 and WACCM6 are heterogenous and mostly 420	

insignificant, in winter months CAM6 has lower extent in the Atlantic and Indian sectors 421	

compared with WACCM6 (Fig.13). In the PI period, however, CAM6 has slightly higher 422	

ice concentration in the wintertime Indian and Pacific sectors (Supp. Fig.8).  423	

5.2 Sea ice thickness 424	

The Antarctic the PI hemispheric mean ice volume is fairly similar, though the annual 425	

mean volume for WACCM6 over years 100-500 is higher than CAM6 (Table 1; Fig.11c). 426	

During the historical period there are only four years in which the ensemble mean volume 427	

is significantly different (Fig.11d), and both the CESM2 configurations have a negative 428	
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ice volume trend while observationally reconstructed trends are positive (Table 2). 429	

Neither configuration captures the magnitude or the timing of the minimum or maximum 430	

volume, and the volume is most different between configurations during wintertime 431	

(Fig.12c). Histograms indicate that in both the historical and PI the distribution of winter 432	

thickness fractions is similar in CAM6 and WACCM6, but there are slight differences in 433	

summer historical distributions (Supp. Fig.3). Spatially, the differences in historical 434	

thickness are primarily located at the ice edge or in the Weddell Sea, and similarly 435	

insignificant and heterogeneous patterns are seen in the PI (Supp. Fig.9). Indeed, an 436	

examination of the mass and energy budgets (Supp. Fig.10) shows that there are not 437	

significant differences in the net budgets in the Antarctic, which is consistent with the 438	

very similar mean state. 439	

 440	

6 Discussion and Conclusions  441	

We present the Arctic and Antarctic sea ice mean state from available PI and historical 442	

experiments from two configurations of the CESM2 submitted to CMIP6. In the Arctic, 443	

there is a significant difference in sea ice extent and thickness in both the PI and 444	

historical periods between the CAM6 and WACCM6 configurations, and WACCM6 has 445	

thicker and more extensive ice. In the historical period, both CESM2 configurations well 446	

capture the decreasing trends in ice extent and ice volume observed over the historical 447	

period as well as timing of the seasonal cycle in ice extent and volume. In the winter, 448	

both configurations underestimate the maximum ice extent, but in summer the WACCM6 449	

minimum sea ice extent is very similar to observed while the CAM6 sea ice extent is 450	

significantly lower. In both the PI and historical periods, the WACCM6 sea ice is 451	
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significantly thicker over the Arctic Basin throughout the year as compared to CAM6. 452	

While the WACCM6 ice thickness is closer to observations, the model still fails to 453	

capture the very thick ice observed along the Canadian Archipelago. There are significant 454	

differences in the extent and volume variability between configurations as a result of the 455	

sea ice thicknesses differences between the configurations. 456	

 457	

In the Antarctic, the CAM6 and WACCM6 configurations are very similar in ice extent 458	

and thickness throughout the year. While both CESM2 configurations have sea ice 459	

extents similar to those observed, all ensembles have a decreasing trend in ice extent, 460	

contrary to observations. Additionally, both CESM2 configurations capture the Antarctic 461	

minimum extent but tend to underestimate the maximum extent and it occurs one month 462	

after the observed maximum. In contrast to the Arctic, the CAM6 and WACCM6 sea ice 463	

thickness in the Antarctic is not significantly different in the historical or PI period.  464	

 465	

The phenology of the cloud differences between CESM2 configurations is especially 466	

important for the sea ice response due to the impacts on the albedo feedback. A detailed 467	

analysis of the CESM2 Arctic clouds is being completed by McIlhattan et al. (2019), and 468	

we focus on only the cloud differences in CAM6 and WACCM6 that drive differences in 469	

sea ice state. Previous observational and modeling studies have shown that from 470	

approximately May/June through September the clouds and sea ice decouple due to the 471	

relatively high static stability and low air-sea temperature gradients and during this time 472	

the clouds drives the sea ice (Kay & Gettelman, 2009; Morrison et al., 2018; Morrison et 473	

al., 2019; Huang et al., 2019).  While there are not shortwave radiative impacts during 474	
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polar night, the longwave radiative impact could affect the surface. However, during 475	

winter months, when there is active coupling between the clouds and sea-ice, the 476	

differences in clouds between CAM6 and WACCM6 are small and contribute little to 477	

differences in the sea ice mass budget. Near surface liquid water clouds are known to 478	

dominate cloud radiative impacts in the Arctic (Morrison et al., 2018; Shupe & Intrieri, 479	

2004). In early spring the sea ice in the CAM6 experiments experiences up to 16 Wm -2 480	

more incoming shortwave radiation (and up to 8 Wm -2 less incoming longwave 481	

radiation) than the WACCM6 experiments. The modeled cloud fraction is fairly similar 482	

between experiments, but through the melt season there is significantly more liquid water 483	

in the WACCM6 clouds than in CAM6 indicating thicker cloud cover. The differences in 484	

incoming radiation and liquid cloud are largest in early spring (May/June) when there is 485	

not yet a large difference in sea ice fraction and around when the clouds become 486	

uncoupled from the sea ice below. While there are differences in the cloud shortwave 487	

forcing throughout the melt season, it is the impact of the early springtime forcing that 488	

initiate differences in snow and ice melt, which sets off an albedo-feedback. As the 489	

thinner ice in the CAM6 configuration melts slightly earlier, the area of ocean covered by 490	

sea ice decreases and dark ocean water is exposed, leading to increased absorption of 491	

incoming shortwave radiation that in turn heats the ocean waters and increases the ability 492	

to melt sea ice from below exposing more ocean (Perovich et al., 2007). Ultimately this 493	

leads to less summer ice cover in CAM6, less ice persisting through the year, and a 494	

thinner mean sea ice pack throughout the Arctic Basin. The spatial differences in LWP 495	

during the melt season are centered over sea ice covered regions while the IWP 496	

difference is more hemispherically uniform. Because the clouds and sea ice are decouple 497	
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in these months the processes constraining the large differences in LWP to be over sea 498	

ice would not be driven by surface fluxes, and further in-situ observations of the coupling 499	

between clouds, aerosols, and sea ice could better pin down possible mechanisms.  500	

 501	

The two CESM2 configurations analyzed share identical atmospheric dynamical cores, 502	

identical resolution for the atmosphere, ocean, and sea ice, and identical parameterization 503	

tuning for these same components. Additionally, the WACCM6 experiments provide the 504	

forcing for CAM6 experiments. We were surprised to find that the mean Arctic sea ice 505	

state differs significantly while there is little difference in Antarctic sea ice. The 506	

fundamental difference in the CESM2 configurations driving differences in the Arctic 507	

clouds is the inclusion of interactive chemistry and prognostic aerosols in WACCM6. 508	

Similar differences in aerosols and cloud forcings were found in WACCM6 experiments 509	

with a simplified SOA parameterization as used in CAM6 (Tilmes et al., 2019). Of 510	

particular importance are differences in the formation of SOA over source regions as the 511	

result of the comprehensive SOA parameterization in WACCM6. This results in changes 512	

in POM, BC, and sulfate aerosol reaching high northern latitudes through long-range 513	

transport. Because the relative aerosol differences exist in both the PI and present-day 514	

conditions, the differences in CCN production between CAM6 and WACCM6 do not 515	

depend strongly on transient greenhouse gas forcing. Thus, we expect similar differences 516	

in the Arctic sea ice state between CAM6 and WACCM6 in both the historical and future 517	

scenario experiments. In the WACCM6 configuration more aerosols are transported to 518	

the Arctic that are available as CCN for cloud droplet formation. In the more pristine 519	

Antarctic, there is not a significant difference in the mean sea ice state or mass budgets, 520	
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which may be because there is not a difference in aerosol transport to the region. Future 521	

work should analyze the transport mechanisms and pathways of these aerosols to 522	

determine possible extra-polar source regions that may be impacting Arctic clouds, which 523	

then in turn force the sea ice below. Credibly simulating polar cloud processes, including 524	

understanding the aerosol transport into the polar regions, is essential for realistic and 525	

believable historical and future climate projections of sea ice cover in both poles. 526	

 527	

7 Model and Data Availability 528	

Previous and current CESM versions are freely available 529	

(www.cesm.ucar.edu:/models/cesm2). The CESM2 data analyzed in this manuscript have 530	

been contributed to CMIP6 and are freely available at the Earth System Grid Federation 531	

(ESGF; https://esgf-node.llnl.gov/search/cmip6/) or from the NCAR Digital Asset 532	

Services Hub (DASH; https://data.ucar.edu) or from the links provided from the CESM 533	

website (www.cesm.ucar.edu) The scripts used for this analysis in this paper can be 534	

found at: https://github.com/duvivier/CESM2_sea_ice_JGR_2019 535	

 536	
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Figures and Tables 549	

  CAM6 
(yr. 100-1200) 

CAM6 
(yr. 100-500) 

WACCM6 
(yr. 100-500) 

Surface 
Temperature 

(K) 

Global 278.3 
(1.6) 

278.2 
(1.6) 

278.1 
(1.7) 

Northern 
Hemisphere 

257.5 
(11.7) 

257.3 
(11.8) 

257.3 
(12.0) 

Southern 
Hemisphere 

252.6 
(6.5) 

252.5 
(6.5) 

252.4 
(6.5) 

Sea Ice Extent 
(106 km2) 

Northern 
Hemisphere 

12.0 
(0.30) 

12.1 
(0.30) 

12.3 
(0.27) 

Southern 
Hemisphere 

13.1 
(0.48) 

13.6 
(0.46) 

13.5 
(0.44) 

Sea Ice 
Volume 

(103 km3) 

Northern 
Hemisphere 

22.3 
(1.96) 

23.1 
(1.96) 

27.0 
(1.93) 

Southern 
Hemisphere 

14.1 
(0.91) 

14.5 
(0.89) 

14.2 
(0.84) 

 550	

Table 1: CAM6 and WACCM6 hemispheric annual mean and standard deviation, in 551	

parenthesis, surface temperature (K), sea ice extent (106 km2), and sea ice volume (103 552	

km3). Means were calculated from the PI experiment over the years listed. Bold values in 553	

the CAM6 columns indicate when the means (standard deviation) as determined by a 554	

Welch’s t-test (F-test) are significantly different at the 95% level from the WACCM6 555	

values.   556	
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  CAM6 
PI (historical) 

WACCM6 
PI (historical) 

Historical 
Data 

Sea Ice Extent 
Trend 

(106 km2/century) 

Northern 
Hemisphere 

-0.031 
(-5.3) 

-0.063 
(-5.2) 

-5.3 

Southern 
Hemisphere 

-0.067 
(-4.1) 

-0.11 
(-5.6) 

+2.0 

Sea Ice Volume 
Trend 

(103 km3/century) 

Northern 
Hemisphere 

 -0.20 
(-27.2) 

-0.31  
(-48.2) 

-25.0 
(-30.3) 

Southern 
Hemisphere 

 -0.13 
(-6.8) 

-0.15 
(-8.6) 

+5.5 

 557	

Table 2: Hemispheric trends in annual mean sea ice extent (106 km2/century) and sea ice 558	

volume (103 km3/century) for CAM6 and WACCM6 ensemble mean during the PI and, 559	

in parenthesis, historical periods. The PI trends were calculated over years 100-1200 560	

(100-500) for CAM6 (WACCM6), and the historical trends are calculated for 1979-2014. 561	

The right column shows the historical trend in sea ice extent from the NSIDC sea ice 562	

index (Fetterer et al., 2017). The historical trend in reconstructed sea ice volume for 563	

GIOMAS (Zhang and Rothrock, 2003) is shown for both hemispheres and, for the 564	

Northern Hemisphere, PIOMAS (Schweiger et al., 2011) is shown in parenthesis.  565	
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 566	

Figure 1: Time series of annual mean Northern Hemispheric (a), (b) sea ice extent (106 567	

km2) and (c), (d) sea ice volume (103 km3) for the (a),(c) PI and (b),(d) historical time 568	

periods. In (a),(c), the 10-year running mean and raw annual values are shown for CAM6 569	

(black and grey, respectively) and WACCM6 (red and pink, respectively). In (b),(d) 570	

individual ensembles and ensemble mean are shown for CAM6 (grey and black, 571	

respectively) and WACCM6 (pink and red, respectively), and large solid circles indicate 572	

years in which the CAM6 and WACCM6 ensemble means are different at the 95% 573	

significance level. In (b) the NSIDC sea ice index (Fetterer et al., 2017) is shown in blue. 574	

In (d) the reconstructed sea ice volume for PIOMAS (Schweiger et al., 2011) and 575	

GIOMAS (Zhang and Rothrock, 2003) are shown in light blue and dark blue 576	

respectively.  577	
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 578	

Figure 2: Northern Hemispheric annual cycle of (a), (b) sea ice extent (106 km2) and (c), 579	

(d) sea ice volume (103 km3) for the (a),(c) mean and (b),(d) standard deviation. The PI 580	

statistics are calculated over years 100-500, and historical statistics are calculated for 581	

1979-2014 and all ensemble members. Large solid circles indicate months in which the 582	

CAM6 and WACCM6 ensemble means are different at the 95% significance level. In 583	

(b),(c) the NSIDC sea ice index (Fetterer et al., 2017) is shown in blue. In (c),(d) the 584	

reconstructed sea ice volume for PIOMAS (Schweiger et al., 2011) and GIOMAS (Zhang 585	

and Rothrock, 2003) are shown in light blue and dark blue respectively.  586	
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 587	

Figure 3: Arctic historical (1979-2014) ensemble mean sea ice concentration (%) for 588	

(a),(b) WACCM6 and (c),(d) difference (CAM6-WACCM6) in winter (January-March) 589	

and summer (July-September) months. Stippling indicates locations where the CAM6 590	

and WACCM6 values are not different at the 95% significance level. The observed sea 591	

ice edge (Comiso, 2000; concentration <15%) is shown in red on (a) and (b).  592	
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 593	

Figure 4: Histogram of the sea ice thickness (m) distribution in the Arctic Ocean for (a) 594	

spring (February-March) and (b) autumn (October-November) normalized by the fraction 595	

of the total ice area covered. The ICESat data (Kwok et al. 2009; blue) are averaged over 596	

fall 2004-2008 and spring 2003-2007, while the CAM6 (black) and WACCM6 (red) data 597	

are averaged over 2003-2008 for both spring and autumn and only over the central Arctic 598	

Ocean where ICESat data are co-located (See Figure 5).  599	
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 600	

Figure 5: Sea ice thickness (m) from (a),(b) ICESat data (Kwok et al. 2009), (b),(c) 601	

WACCM6, and (d),(e) CAM6 for (left) Spring (February-March) and (right) Fall 602	

(October-November). The ICESat data are averaged over fall 2004-2008 and spring 603	

2003-2007, while the WACCM6 and CAM6 data are averaged over 2003-2008 for both 604	

spring and fall. The WACCM6 and CAM6 ensemble averages of all available members 605	

are shown in panels (b)-(d) and show only the regions with co-located ICESat data.  606	
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 607	

Figure 6: Difference (CAM6-WACCM6) in (a) zonal mean northward heat transport 608	

divided by the surface area north of the given latitude (W m-2) and component terms, (b) 609	

net sea ice mass budget (cm day-1) and component terms, and (c) net surface energy 610	

budget (W m-2) and radiative component terms over sea ice only (solid; dark colors) and 611	

over the ocean and ice surface (dashed; light colors). In (b),(c) large solid circles indicate 612	

when the CAM6 and WACCM6 values are different at the 95% significance level. The 613	

CAM6 and WACCM6 means are calculated over the PI years 100-500.  614	
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 615	

Figure 7: Monthly mean difference (CAM6-WACCM6) in (a) surface albedo over sea 616	

ice only (solid; black) and over the whole surface (dashed; grey), (b) fraction (%) of grid 617	

cell covered by sea ice (blue) and melt ponds (red), and (c) the melt rate for snow on sea 618	

ice (red; cm/day) and depth of snow on sea ice (blue; cm). Large solid circles indicate 619	

when the CAM6 and WACCM6 values are different at the 95% significance level. The 620	

CAM6 and WACCM6 means are calculated over the PI years 100-500. 621	
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 622	

Figure 8:  Monthly mean difference (CAM6-WACCM6) over 70-90°N for (a) mean 623	

APRP shortwave feedback terms (W m-2) and (b) cloud fraction (%) and cloud liquid 624	

water path and ice water path (kg m-2). Large solid circles indicate when the CAM6 and 625	

WACCM6 values are different at the 95% significance level. The CAM6 and WACCM6 626	

means are calculated over the PI years 100-500.   627	
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 628	

 629	

Figure 9. Monthly mean difference (CAM6-WACCM6) for (top row) cloud LWP (kg m-630	

2), (middle row) cloud IWP (kg m-2), and (bottom row) cloud fraction (%) for the months 631	

of May, June, July, August, and September. Stippling indicates locations where the 632	

CAM6 and WACCM6 values are not different at the 95% significance level. The CAM6 633	

and WACCM6 means are calculated over the PI years 100-500.  634	
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 635	

Figure 10: Percent change in (CAM6-WACCM6) Arctic aerosol burden for (top row) 636	

spring (March-May) and (bottom row) summer (June-August). Aerosols shown are (left 637	

column) Secondary Organic Aerosols, (left-middle column) Primary Organic Matter, 638	

(right-middle column) Black Carbon, and (right column) Sulfates.  639	
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 640	

Figure 11: As in Figure 1, but for the Southern Hemisphere.  641	
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 642	

Figure 12: As in Figure 2, but for the Southern Hemisphere. 643	
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 644	

Figure 13: As in Figure 3, but for the Southern Hemisphere.  645	
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 646	

Figure 14: Antarctic historical (1979-2014) ensemble mean sea ice thickness (m) for 647	

(a),(b) WACCM6 and (c),(d) difference (CAM6-WACCM6) in summer (January-March) 648	

and winter (July-September) months. Stippling indicates locations where the CAM6 and 649	

WACCM6 values are not different at the 95% significance level. 650	

  651	
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